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Constructing Solutions to the Björling
Problem for Isothermic Surfaces
by Structure Preserving Discretization
Ulrike Bücking and Daniel Matthes
Abstract In this article, we study an analog of the Björling problem for isothermic
surfaces (that are a generalization of minimal surfaces): given a regular curve γ in
R
3 and a unit normal vector field n along γ, find an isothermic surface that contains
γ, is normal to n there, and is such that the tangent vector γ′ bisects the principal
directions of curvature. First, we prove that this problem is uniquely solvable locally
around each point of γ, provided that γ and n are real analytic. The main result is that
the solution can be obtained by constructing a family of discrete isothermic surfaces
(in the sense of Bobenko and Pinkall) from data that is read off from γ, and then
passing to the limit of vanishing mesh size. The proof relies on a rephrasing of the
Gauss-Codazzi-system as analytic Cauchy problem and an in-depth-analysis of its
discretization which is induced from the geometry of discrete isothermic surfaces.
The discrete-to-continuous limit is carried out for the Christoffel and the Darboux
transformations as well.
1 Introduction
Isothermic surfaces are among the most classical objects in differential geometry:
these are surfaces that admit a conformal parametrization along curvature lines,
see Definition 1. Like various particular geometries—special coordinate systems,
minimal surfaces, surfaces of constant curvature—they have been introduced and
intensively studied in the second half of the 19th century [9, 24]. Also, like the
many of these classical objects, they have been “rediscovered” in the 1990s, both
in connection with integrable systems and in the context of discrete differential
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Fig. 1 Initial zig-zag on a discrete isothermic surface
geometry. The first description of isothermic surfaces as soliton surfaces is found
in [11]. The first definition for discrete isothermic surfaces was made shortly after
in [3]. In the most simple case, these are immersions of Z2 into R3 such that the
vertices of each elementary quadrilateral are conformally equivalent to the corners
of a planar square, see Definition 3.
This discrete surface class, its transformations and invariances has been studied
e.g. in [7, 8, 20]. A systematic presentation of the theory of isothermic surfaces in
the context of Möbius geometry can be found in [15]. Finally, we refer to [4] for
a detailed overview on discrete isothermic surfaces as part of discrete differential
geometry, including historical remarks.
Despite the manifold results on (classical) isothermic surfaces and the related
equations, the fundamental question about their construction from suitably chosen
data has apparently been left open. On the one hand, the machinery of integrable
systems enables one to construct a rich variety of “solitonic” isothermic surfaces [11].
But on the other hand, nothing seems to be known about the well-posedness of an
initial or boundary value problem for the Gauss-Codazzi-equations in general. The
latter form a PDE system (cf. Eq. (5)) which contains both elliptic and hyperbolic
equations.1 The appearance of an elliptic equation suggests that data for the surface
boundary should be prescribed, as it is done for minimal surfaces for example. The
hyperbolic equations, on the other hand, suggest to provide data for two curvature
lines instead, like in the case of level surfaces in triply orthogonal systems [1]. Neither
of the two approaches seems promising for the coupled system.
In contrast, there is a canonical way to pose an initial value problem for a discrete
isothermic surface. One prescribes the vertices in R3 for a “zig-zag”-curve in para-
meter space as indicated in Fig. 1. For vertices in general position, these data can be
extended to a discrete isothermic surface in a unique way. In fact, all vertices on the
discrete surface are easily obtained inductively from the prescribed data.
In this paper, we formulate and prove solvability of a Björling problem for real
analytic isothermic surfaces. And we prove that the solution can be obtained as the
continuous limit of discrete isothermic surfaces.
1The system of Gauss-Codazzi-equations can be simplified to Calapso’s equation [8], which is a
single scalar fourth order PDE, but unfortunately of indefinite type.
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The classical Björling problem is to find a minimal surface that touches a given
curve in R3 along prescribed tangent planes. This problem has been solved in general,
see [13]. An extension of the Björling problem to surfaces of constant mean curvature
has been posed (and solved) in [5]. A natural formulation of the Björling problem in
the yet more general class of isothermic surfaces reads as follows.
Problem 1 Given a regular curve γ in R3, and two mutually orthogonal unit vector
fields v, w along γ, neither of which is tangent to γ at any point. Find an isothermic
surface S containing γ such that v and w are the principal directions of curvature at
each point of γ.
We believe that this problem is solvable locally provided that γ, v and w are all real
analytic. Indeed, the non-tangency of the vector fields allows to give a reformulation
in terms of a non-characteristic Cauchy problem. However, we do not address the
Björling problem in this full generality here, but stick to the following restricted
setting, where we do not prescribe two tangent vector fields v and w individually, but
only a two-dimensional tangent plane:
Problem 2 Given a regular curve γ in R3, and a unit vector field n that is orthogonal
to the tangent vectors γ′ at each point. Find an isothermic surface S containing γ
such that at each point of γ, the vector n is normal to S, and each of the two directions
of principal curvature encloses an angle π/4 with γ′.
As a corollary of the results presented here, it follows that this problem is uniquely
solvable for real analytic γ and n, at least locally around each point of γ. Existence
and uniqueness of a real analytic isothermic surface S for given data is the minor
result of this paper, see Theorem 1. The main result is that the real analytic data
can be “sampled” with a mesh width  > 0 in a suitable way such that the discrete
isothermic surfaces S constructed from the discrete data converge in C1 to S. The
precise formulation is given in Theorem 2.
It is remarkable that naive numerical experiments suggest that such an approxi-
mation result might not be true. It was already noted in [3] that discrete isothermic
surfaces depend very sensitively on their initial data. The limit  → 0 is delicate,
and inappropriate choices of the initial zig-zag cause the sequence S to diverge
rapidly. In fact, even the possibility to construct any sequence of discrete isothermic
surfaces that approximates a given smooth one is not obvious. Discrete isothermic
surfaces are one of many examples of a discretized geometric structure for which the
passage back to the original continuous structure needs a highly non-trivial approx-
imation result, the proof of which is analysis-based and goes far beyond elementary
geometric considerations. Further such non-trivial convergence results are available,
for instance, for discrete surfaces of constant negative Gaussian curvature [2], for
discrete triply orthogonal systems [1], and, most importantly, for circle patterns
[6, 21, 22] as approximations to conformal maps.
The core of our convergence proof is a stability analysis of the discrete Gauss-
Codazzi system that we derive for discrete isothermic surfaces. We show that the
solution to the discrete Gauss-Codazzi equations with sampled data as initial condi-
tion remains close to the solution of the classical Gauss-Codazzi system for the same
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(continuous) initial data. In a second step, this implies proximity of the respective
discrete and continuous surfaces. We are able to quantify the approximation error in
terms of the supremum-distance between analytic functions on complex domains: it
is linear in the mesh size. In fact, we conjecture that this result is sub-optimal, and
second-order approximation should be provable, using a more refined analysis and
a more careful approximation of the data.
The techniques used in the proof are similar to those employed by one of the
authors [17] to prove convergence of circle patterns to conformal maps. The geo-
metric situation for isothermic surfaces, however, is much more complicated, and
the structure of the Gauss-Codazzi system is much more complex than the Cauchy-
Riemann equations. The proof of stability relies on estimates for the solution of
analytic Cauchy problems in scales of Banach spaces. These estimates have been
developed—in the classical, non-discretized setting—in Nagumo’s famous article
[18] as part of the existence proof for analytic Cauchy problems. Here, we shall
rather use Nirenberg’s [19] version of these estimates. For an overview over the his-
tory of analytic Cauchy problems and the related estimates, see the beautiful article
of Walter [23].
Note that the convergence proof here is more direct than the one in [17]. While
the latter was based on purely discrete considerations, the current proof uses semi-
discrete techniques: a–somewhat artificial–extension of the discrete functions to con-
tinuous domains allows to formulate estimates more easily. The main simplification,
however, is that we separate the proofs for existence of a classical solution and its
approximation by discrete solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we formulate the Gauss-Codazzi-
system for smooth isothermic surfaces in the framework of analytic Cauchy prob-
lems and prove unique local solvability of the Björling problem by the Cauchy-
Kowalevskaya theorem. In Sect. 3 we derive an analogous system of difference
equations for discrete isothermic surfaces. For appropriate initial conditions, the
convergence of the discrete solutions to the corresponding smooth ones is proven in
Sect. 4. Then, in Sect. 5 we explain how to discretize the Björling initial data appropri-
ately, and prove convergence of the discrete surfaces to the respective smooth one.
Finally, in Sect. 6, the convergence result is extended to Christoffel and Darboux
transformations.
2 Smooth Isothermic Surfaces
We start by summarizing basic properties of smooth isothermic surfaces and proving
our first result on the local solvability of the Björling problem.
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Fig. 2 Relation between the
coordinates (x, y) and (ξ, η)
2.1 Coordinates and Domains
For concise statements and proofs, we need to work with two different coordinate
systems (ξ, η) and (x, y) on R2 simultaneously. These coordinates are related to each
other by
ξ = x − y
2
, η = x + y
2
⇔ x = η + ξ, y = η − ξ, (1)
see Fig. 2. Accordingly, the partial derivatives transform as follows:
∂ξ = ∂x − ∂y, ∂η = ∂x + ∂y .
Observe in particular that
∂2ξ + ∂2η = 2(∂2x + ∂2y). (2)
It will be convenient to consider (ξ, η) as the “basic” coordinates and (x, y) as the
auxiliary ones. More precisely: in the rare cases that we need to specify explicitly the
arguments of a function g : Ω → R defined on a domain Ω ⊂ R2, then we shall write
g(ξ, η) for the value of g at the point with coordinates x = η + ξ and y = η − ξ.
For further reference, define for r ≥ h > 0 the domains
Ω(r |h) = {(ξ, η) ∈ R2 ; |ξ| + |η| ≤ r, −h < η ≤ h}.
In the (x, y)-coordinates, Ω(r |h) is a axes-parallel square of side length 2r , centered
at the origin, that is cut off at the top-right and bottom-left corners.
2.2 Definition and Equations
By abuse of notation, we use the term “(parametrized) surface” for a smooth and
non-degenerate map F : Ω(r |h) → R3. Here non-degeneracy means that the vector
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fields Fx and Fy are linearly independent. Every such surface comes with a smooth
normal map N : Ω(r |h) → S2, given by
N = Fx × Fy‖Fx × Fy‖ .
Definition 1 F : Ω(r |h) → R3 is a (parametrized) isothermic surface, if
(1) F is conformal, i.e., there exists a conformal factor u : Ω(r |h) → R such that
‖Fx‖2 = ‖Fy‖2 = e2u, 〈Fx , Fy〉 = 0, (3)
(2) F parametrizes along curvature lines, i.e., the normal map N : Ω(r |h) → S2
satisfies
〈Fxy, N 〉 = 0. (4)
The quantities k, l : Ω(r |h) → R in
−〈Nx , Fx 〉 = euk, −〈Ny, Fy〉 = eu l,
are the (scaled) principal curvatures.
Remark 1 The genuine principal curvature functions are given by e−uk and e−u l.
The quantities k and l are better suited for the calculations below.
The next result is classical.
Lemma 1 Assume that an isothermic surface F : Ω(r |h) → R3 is given. Then the
conformal factor u and the scaled curvatures k, l satisfy the Gauss-Codazzi equations
− (uxx + uyy) = kl, lx = kux , ky = luy . (5)
Conversely, if functions u, k, l : Ω(r |h) → R satisfy the system (5), then there exists
an isothermic surface F : Ω(r |h) → R that has u as its conformal factor and has
scaled curvatures k, l. Moreover, F is uniquely determined up to Euclidean motions.
We briefly recall the proof, since we shall need some of the calculations later.
Proof (Sketch) For a given isothermic surface F : Ω(r |h) → R3, introduce the
adapted frame
Ψ := (e−u Fx , e−u Fy, N
) : Ω(r |h) → SO(3)
and define the transition matrices U, V : Ω(r |h) → so(3) implicitly by
Ψx = Ψ U, Ψy = Ψ V . (6)
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Using the defining properties of the isothermic parametrization, one easily obtains
the following explicit expressions for U and V :
U =
⎛
⎝
0 uy −k
−uy 0 0
k 0 0
⎞
⎠ , V =
⎛
⎝
0 −ux 0
ux 0 −l
0 l 0
⎞
⎠ (7)
The compatibility condition Uy − Vx = U V − V U implies the equations in (5).
Conversely, if u, k, l satisfy (5), then the matrix functions U, V : Ω(r |h) → so(3)
defined by (7) satisfy compatibility condition Uy − Vx = U V − V U . Consequently,
one can define a further matrix function Ψ = (Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3) : Ω(r |h) → SO(3) as
solution to the system (6). Clearly, the solution Ψ is uniquely determined by its
value Ψ (0) ∈ SO(3) at (x, y) = 0. The particular form of U and V imply that
∂x (e
uΨ2) = ∂y(euΨ1),
which further implies the existence of a map F : Ω(r) → R3 such that
∂x F = euΨ1 and ∂y F = euΨ2. (8)
The map F is non-degenerate, and it is uniquely determined by its value F(0) ∈ R3
at (x, y) = 0. Clearly Ψ is an adapted frame for the surface defined by F , whose
normal vector field is given by Ψ3. It follows directly from (8) that F is conformal (3).
The property (4) is a further direct consequence of (6) and the special form of U and
V from (7). 
A different form of the Gauss-Codazzi equations (5) is needed in the following.
Remind the relation between the coordinates (x, y) and (ξ, η) by x = η + ξ and
y = η − ξ in Sect. 2.1. Introduce auxiliary functions v, w : Ω(r |h) → R by
v = 1
2
uξ, w = 12 uη.
Further recall (2). Then the Gauss-Codazzi system (5) attains the form
vη = wξ, (9)
wη = −vξ − kl, (10)
ky = l(w − v), (11)
lx = k(w + v). (12)
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2.3 Local Solution of the Björling Problem
The following result implies local solvability of (the restricted version of) the Björling
problem for isothermic surfaces, with real analytic data. To see the equivalence to
Problem 2 stated in the introduction, observe that the conformal parametrization
F of an isothermic surface and our coordinates in (1) are such that the images of
{x = const} and of {y = const} are mapped to curvature lines under F , whereas the
tangent to each curve ξ → F(ξ, η) is always at an angle of π/4 to both curvature
directions.
Theorem 1 Let an analytic and regular curve f : (−r, r) → R3 and an analytic
normal unit vector field n : (−r, r) → S2 be given, that is 〈 f ′, n〉 ≡ 0. Then, for some
h > 0 with h ≤ r , there exists a unique analytic isothermic surface F : Ω(r |h) → R3
such that F and its normal vector field N satisfy
F(ξ, 0) = f (ξ), N (ξ, 0) = n(ξ) for all ξ ∈ (−r, r). (13)
Remark 2 The original Björling problem consists in finding a minimal surface in R3
that touches a given curve along prescribed tangent planes. See [5] for an extension
to constant mean curvature surfaces. Our problem is a bit different since (13) implies
in addition that the tangential vector to the data curve is everywhere at angle π/4
with the directions of principal curvature, see (14). Such additional restrictions are
expected to guarantee unique solvability of the Björling problem in the much larger
class of isothermic surfaces.
Proof (of Theorem 1) If there exists an isothermic surface F : Ω(r |h) → R3 with
the properties (13), then
f ′(ξ) = Fξ(ξ, 0) = Fx (ξ, 0) − Fy(ξ, 0) (14)
at every ξ ∈ (−r, r), and in particular
‖ f ′(ξ)‖2 = ‖Fx (ξ, 0)‖2 + ‖Fy(ξ, 0)‖2 − 〈Fx (ξ, 0), Fy(ξ, 0)〉 = 2e2u(ξ,0).
It follows that f and n determine both the conformal factor u and the adapted frame
Ψ = (e−u Fx , e−u Fy, N ) : Ω(r |h) → SO(3) uniquely on η = 0; denote the corre-
sponding functions by u0 : (−r, r) → R and Ψ 0 : (−r, r) → SO(3), respectively.
Next, introduce functions v0, w0, k0, l0 : (−r, r) → R by
(u0)′ = 2v0u0, (Ψ 0)′ = Ψ 0
⎛
⎝
0 2w0 −k0
−2w0 0 l0
k0 −l0 0
⎞
⎠. (15)
The line {η = 0} = {x + y = 0} is obviously non-characteristic for the system of
equations (9)–(12). Hence, the Cauchy-Kowalevskaya theorem applies in this sit-
uation. For some sufficiently small h > 0, there exists a unique analytic solution
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v, w, k, l : Ω(r |h) → R to (9)–(12) with the initial conditions v0, w0, k0, l0 at η = 0.
Since (9) is a compatibility condition for the linear system
uξ = 2v, uη = 2w,
there exists a unique analytic solution u : Ω(r |h) → R with u = u0 for η = 0. The
triple (u, k, l) satisfies (5). Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of a unique isothermic
surface F : Ω(r |h) → R3 with u as conformal factor, with scaled principle curva-
tures k and l, and with the normalizations
F(0) = f (0), N (0) = n(0), Fx (0) − Fy(0) = f ′(0). (16)
Analyticity of F is clear from its construction in the proof. To see that F attains
the initial data (13), first observe that an adapted frame Ψ necessarily satisfies Ψξ =
Ψx − Ψy = Ψ (U − V ), and so Ψ = Ψ 0 on η = 0, thanks to (7) and (15), (16). In
particular, we have that Ψ3(ξ, 0) = N (ξ). And further, Fξ = Ψ1 − Ψ2 = Ψ 01 − Ψ 02
implies F = f on η = 0.
Concerning uniqueness: f andΨ 0 determine the initial data (v0, w0, k0, l0) for (9)–
(12)—and hence also its solution (v, w, k, l)—uniquely. Invoking again Lemma 1, it
follows that F with the normalization (16) is unique as well. 
3 Discrete Isothermic Surfaces
Throughout this section, we assume that some (small) parameter  > 0 is given, which
quantifies the average mesh width of the considered discrete isothermic surfaces. We
introduce the abbreviation
z∗ =
√
1 − 2z2 (17)
for arbitrary quantities z, assuming that |z| < 1.
3.1 Coordinates and Domains
Recall that we are working with the two coordinate systems from (1) simultaneously,
(ξ, η) being the “basic” coordinates and (x, y) being the “auxiliary” ones. Introduce
the associated shift-operators T x , T y, T ξ, T η by
T x (ξ, η) = (ξ + 4 , η +

4
), T ξ(ξ, η) = (ξ + 2 , η)
T y(ξ, η) = (ξ − 4 , η +

4
), T η(ξ, η) = (ξ, η + 2 ).
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By slight abuse of notation, we shall use the same symbols for the associated contra-
variant shifts of functions f : Ω(r |h) → R, i.e., T x f := f ◦ T x etc. The associated
central difference quotient operators are defined by
δx f = 1

(T x f − T−1x f ), δξ f =
1

(T ξ f − T−1ξ f )
δy f = 1

(T y f − T−1y f ), δη f =
1

(T η f − T−1η f ).
It is a notorious inconvenience in discrete differential geometry that the various quan-
tities which are derived from discrete geometric objects are associated to different
natural domains of definition. To account for that, we need to single out specific
subdomains inside our basic domain Ω(r |h): let
Ω [x](r |h) = Ω(r |h) ∩ T xΩ(r |h) ∩ T−1x Ω(r |h),
be the natural domain of definition for δx f , when f is defined on Ω(r |h). Likewise,
we define Ω [y](r |h). The domain
Ω [xy](r |h) = Ω(r − 
2
|h − 
2
)
is such that the mixed difference quotient δxδy f is well-defined there; notice that δξ f
and δη f are well-defined on Ω [xy](r |h). In the same spirit, we introduce Ω [xxy](r |h)
as domain for δ2xδy f etc. For each point ζ ∈ Ω [xy](r |h), we say that the four points
T ξζ, T ηζ, T
−1
ξ ζ and T−1η ζ form an elementary -square.
3.2 Definition of Discrete Isothermic Surfaces
In this section, we give a variant of the definition for discrete isothermic surfaces
from [3], which is well-suited for the passage to the continuum limit. First, we need
auxiliary notation.
Definition 2 Four points p1, . . . , p4 ∈ R3 form a (non-degenerate) conformal
square iff they lie on a circle, but no three of them are on a line, they are cycli-
cally ordered,2 and their mutual distances are related by
‖p1 − p2‖ · ‖p3 − p4‖ = ‖p1 − p4‖ · ‖p2 − p3‖. (18)
Remark 3 The name refers to the fact that p1, . . . , p4 form a (non-degenerate) con-
formal square if and only if there is a Möbius transformation of R3 which takes these
points to the corners of the unit square, (0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 0),
2Cyclic ordering means that walking around the circle either clockwise or anti-clockwise, one
passes p1, p2, p3 and p4 in that order, see Fig. 3 (left).
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Fig. 3 Conformal squares
and the association of
quantities to lattice points
respectively. Notice that the non-degeneracy condition is important for the equiva-
lence, since certain point configurations on a straight line can be Möbius transformed
into the unit square as well.
Alternatively, one could define conformal squares by saying that p1 to p4 have
cross-ratio equal to minus one, either in the sense of quaternions, see for example [15],
or after identification of these points with complex numbers in their common plane.
Again, non-degeneracy is important for equivalence of the definitions.
The following is an easy exercise in elementary geometry.
Lemma 2 For any given three points p1, p2, p3 ∈ R3 (with ordering) that are not
collinear (and in particular pairwise distinct), there exists precisely one fourth
point p4 ∈ R3 that completes the conformal square. Moreover, the coordinates of
p4 depend analytically on those of p1, p2 and p3.
We are now going to state the main definition, namely the one for discrete isother-
mic surfaces. Originally [3], discrete surfaces have been introduced as particular
immersed lattices in R3. Having the continuous limit in mind, we give a slightly
different definition, which describes a continuous immersion in R3, corresponding
to a two-parameter family of lattices.
Definition 3 A map F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 is called (the parametrization of) a -
discrete isothermic surface, if elementary -squares are mapped to conformal squares
in R3.
Remark 4 Since no continuity is required for F  : Ω(r |h) → R3, one can think of
it—at this point—for instance as the piecewise constant extension of a map F˜  :
Λ(r |h) → R3 that is only defined on a suitable lattice Λ(r |h) ⊂ Ω(r |h), e.g. on
Λ(r |h) =
{
(ξ, η) ∈ Ω(r |h) ; ξ

+ η

∈ Z
}
.
Alternatively, one can say that F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 is a discrete isothermic surface,
if and only if the four vectors
T yδx F , T xδy F , T−1y δx F
, T−1x δy F

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always lie in one common plane and satisfy
∥
∥T yδx F 
∥
∥
∥
∥T−1y δx F
‖ = ∥∥T xδy F 
∥
∥
∥
∥T−1x δy F
‖. (19)
Note that this identity is a discrete replacement for the relation ‖Fx‖2 = ‖Fy‖2 on
smooth conformally parametrized surfaces.
3.3 The Discrete Björling Problem
We introduce the analog of the Björling problem for -discrete isothermic surfaces.
In contrast to its continuous counterpart, its solution is immediate. First, we need
some more notation to formulate conditions on the data.
Definition 4 A function f  : Ω(r |h) → R3 is said to be non-degenerate if neither
any of the point triples
(
T−1ξ f , T−1η f , T ξ f 
)
(ξ, η),
nor any of the point triples
(
T−1ξ f , T η f , T ξ f 
)
(ξ′, η′)
are collinear, where (ξ, η), (ξ′, η′) ∈ Ω(r |h) are arbitrary points such that these
respective values of f  are defined. If collinearities occur, then f  is called degen-
erate.
Definition 5 We call a function f  : Ω(r | 2 ) → R3 Björling data for the construc-
tion of an -discrete isothermic surface if it is non-degenerate.
Proposition 1 Let h¯ and  > 0 with r > h¯ > 2 and Björling data f  be given. Then,
there exists some maximal h ∈ ( 2 , h¯] and a unique -discrete isothermic surface F  :
Ω(r |h) → R3 such that F  = f  on Ω(r | 2 ). Here maximal has to be understood
as follows: either h = h¯, or the restriction of F  to Ω(r |h − 2 ) is degenerate.
Proof The proof is a direct application of Lemma 2: from the data f  given on
Ω(r | 2 ), one directly calculates the values of F  on Ω(r |). These are then extended
toΩ(r |3 2 ) in the next step, and so on. The procedure works as long as no degeneracies
occur. 
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3.4 Discrete Quantities and Basic Relations
Let some discrete isothermic surface F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 be given. Below, we intro-
duce quantities that play an analogous role for F  as u, k, l etc. do for F . Figure 3
(right) indicates, on which lattices these respective quantities live.
Define the discrete conformal factors uˆ : Ω [x](r |h) → R and uˇ : Ω [y](r |h) →
R, respectively, by
euˆ = ‖δx F ‖, euˇ = ‖δy F ‖.
Thanks to the property (19) of discrete isothermic surfaces, these seemingly different
quantities are related to each other by the identity
T x uˇ + T−1x uˇ = T yuˆ + T−1y uˆ
that holds on Ω [xy](r |h). We may thus unambiguously define the discrete derivatives
v, w : Ω [xy](r |h) → R of the conformal factor by
v = T x uˇ − T yuˆ

= T
−1
y uˆ − T−1x uˇ

, w = T x uˇ − T
−1
y uˆ

= T yuˆ − T
−1
x uˇ

. (20)
Next, define the discrete unit tangent vectors a : Ω [x](r |h) → S2 and b : Ω [y](r |h)
→ S2, respectively, by
a = e−uˆδx F , b = e−uˇδy F .
Since conformal squares are planar, there is a natural notion of normal field N :
Ω [xy](r |h) → S2, namely
N = T yδx F
 × T xδy F 
‖T yδx F  × T xδy F ‖ .
With the help of the discrete orthonormal frame (a, b, N ), we introduce the discrete
scaled principal curvatures k : Ω [xxy](r |h) → R and l : Ω [xyy](r |h) → R, respec-
tively, by
k = −〈T−1x N × T x N , b〉, l = 〈T−1y N × T y N , a〉. (21)
Note that k and l are equal to sin ∠(T−1x N , T x N ) and to sin ∠(T−1y N , T y N ), respec-
tively, with the signs chosen to maintain consistency with the continuous quantities.
Finally, to facilitate the calculations below, we need two more discrete functions
v˜, w˜ : Ω [xy](r |h) → R, given by
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v˜ = 〈T yδx F
, T−1x δy F 〉
‖T yδx F ‖T−1x δy F ‖
= − 〈T
−1
y δx F , T xδy F 〉
‖T−1y δx F ‖‖T xδy F ‖
,
w˜ = 〈T yδx F
, T xδy F 〉
‖T yδx F ‖‖T xδy F ‖ = −
〈T−1y δx F , T−1x δy F 〉
‖T−1y δx F ‖‖T−1x δy F ‖
.
(22)
The equalities follow since opposite angles in a conformal square sum up to π. The
two pairs (v, w) and (v˜, w˜) are just different representations of the same geometric
information.
Lemma 3 There is a one-to-one correspondence between the pairs (v, w) and (v˜, w˜)
of functions. Specifically, recalling the ∗-notation introduced in (17),
sinh(v) =  v˜w˜
∗
v˜∗
and sinh(w) =  w˜v˜
∗
w˜∗
. (23)
Moreover, the pair (v, w˜) uniquely determines the pair (v˜, w), and vice versa.
Proof This is a general statement about four geometric quantities defined for con-
formal squares. It thus suffices to consider a single conformal square with vertices
p1 = T−1η F , p2 = T ξ F , p3 = T η F , p4 = T−1ξ F .
The respective four real numbers v, w, v˜, w˜ are given by
ev = ‖p2 − p1‖‖p1 − p4‖ =
‖p3 − p2‖
‖p4 − p3‖ , e
w = ‖p3 − p2‖‖p2 − p1‖ =
‖p3 − p4‖
‖p4 − p1‖ ,
v˜ = cos(∠p1 p2 p3) = − cos(∠p3 p4 p1), w˜ = cos(∠p2 p3 p4) = − cos(∠p4 p1 p2).
Observe that
‖p3 − p2‖2 + ‖p1 − p2‖2 − 2〈p3 − p2, p1−p2〉 = ‖p3 − p4‖2
+ ‖p1 − p4‖2 − 2〈p3 − p4, p1 − p4〉
since both expressions are equal to ‖p3 − p1‖2. Divide by ‖p3 − p2‖2 and use the
definitions of v, w, v˜, w˜ to obtain, after simplification, that
1 + e−2w − 2v˜e−w = e−2v(1 + e−2w + 2v˜e−w). (24)
The analogous considerations with ‖p4 − p2‖2 in place of ‖p3 − p1‖2 give (24) with
w˜ in place of v˜, and with the roles of w and v exchanged. Clearly, these equations are
uniquely solvable for (v˜, w˜) in terms of (v, w):
v˜ = tanh(v) cosh(w), w˜ = tanh(w) cosh(v). (25)
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Note that in particular
2v˜w˜ = sinh(v) sinh(w). (26)
To derive (23) from here, take the square of the equations in (25), and express cosh2
and tanh2 in terms of sinh2 only. Then use (26) to eliminate sinh2(w) from the first
equation and sinh2(v) from the second one. This yields
sinh2(v) =
(

v˜w˜∗
v˜∗
)2
, sinh2(w) =
(

w˜v˜∗
w˜∗
)2
.
Now take the square root, bearing in mind that v, v˜ have the same sign, and w, w˜
have the same sign by (25).
Finally, to calculate v˜ from a given (v, w˜) using the first relation in (23), it suffices
to invert the (strictly increasing) function v˜ → v˜/v˜∗. Then, knowing v˜ and w˜, the
value of w can be obtained from the second relation in (23). 
Recall that all discrete quantities defined above depend on the parameter . To stress
this fact, we will in the following use the superscript .
For later reference, we draw some first consequences of the definitions above.
Specifically, we summarize the relations between the geometric quantities (a, b,
uˆ, uˇ), and, of course, to F  itself, to the more abstract quantities (v, w, k, l) that
satisfy the Gauss-Codazzi system (31)–(34). These relations can be seen as a discrete
analog of the frame equations (6) and (7).
Lemma 4 On Ω [xxyy](r |h), one has
δy F  = exp(uˆ)a, δx F  = exp(uˇ)b, (27)
δy uˆ
 = w − v, δx uˇ = w + v, (28)
δya
 =
[
(v˜)∗
(w˜)∗
w˜ − v˜
]
T−1x b +
1

[
(v˜)∗
(w˜)∗
− 1
]
T−1y a
, (29)
δx b =
[
(v˜)∗
(w˜)∗
w˜ − v˜
]
T−1y a
 + 1

[
(v˜)∗
(w˜)∗
− 1
]
T−1x b. (30)
Proof The two equations in (28) are obtained by rearranging the identities in (20).
For the derivation of (29), one makes the ansatz
T ya
 = μa T−1y a + μbT−1x b.
Such a representation of T ya must exist since elementary squares are mapped to
(flat) quadrilaterals by F . The coefficients μa and μb can be determined by solving
the system of equations
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1 = ‖T ya‖2 = μ2a + μ2b − 2μaμbw˜, v˜ = 〈T ya, T−1x b〉 = −μaw˜ + μb.
The analogous ansatz—with the roles of a and b interchanged—leads to (30). 
3.5 Discrete Gauss-Codazzi System
This section is devoted to derive a discrete version of the Gauss-Codazzi equa-
tions (9)–(12). The following definition is needed to classify the difference between
the continuous and the discrete system.
Definition 6 A family (h)>0 of real functions on respective domains D ⊂ Rn
is called asymptotically analytic on Cn if the following is true. For every M > 0,
there is an (M) > 0 such that each h with 0 <  < (M) extends from D to a
complex-analytic function h˜ : DnM → C on the n-dimensional complex multi-disc
D
n
M =
{
z = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Cn
∣
∣ |z j | < M for each j = 1, . . . , n
}
.
And the extensions h˜ are bounded on DnM , uniformly in 0 <  < (M).
The prototypical example for a family (h)>0 that is asymptotically analytic on
C is given by h(z) = 1/z∗ = (1 − 2z2)−1/2. It is further easily seen that also the
functions g = −2(h − 1) form such a family; this is a very strong way of saying
that h = 1 + O(2).
Proposition 2 There are four families (h1,)>0, . . . , (h4,)>0 of asymptotically
analytic functions on C8 for which the following is true: let any -discrete isothermic
surface F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 be given, and define the functions v, w, k, l accord-
ingly. Then the following system of discrete equations is satisfied on Ω [xy](r |h):
δηv
 = δξw, (31)
δηw
 = δξv − (T−1y k)(T−1x l) + h2(Tθ), (32)
δyk
 = (T−1x l)(T−1η w − T ξv) + 2h3(Tθ) (33)
δx l
 = (T−1y k)(T−1η w + T−1ξ v) + h4(Tθ), (34)
where the hj are evaluated on
Tθ = (T ξv, T ξw, T−1ξ v, T−1ξ w, T−1η v, T−1η w, T−1y k, T−1x l
)
.
Remark 5 Equations (31)–(34) are explicit in η-direction in the sense that they
express the “unknown” quantities T ηv, T ηw, T yk and T x l in terms of the “given”
eight quantities summarized in Tθ.
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Fig. 4 Four elementary
squares with discrete
quantities for the Cauchy
problem
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2. Since  > 0 is
fixed in the derivation of (31)–(34), we shall omit the superscript  on the occurring
quantities.
For the derivation of (31)–(34), one can obviously work locally: it suffices to fix
some point in Ω [xxyy](r |h) and to consider the eight values of v, w on the midpoints
of the four elementary squares incident to that vertex, and the four values of k, l on
the respective connecting edges.
The setup is visualized in Fig. 4. The “unknown” quantities v+, w+ and k+, l+ are
marked by ◦, the “given” quantities v0, w0, vL , wL , vR, wR and k0, l0 are marked by •.
To facilitate the calculations, we also assume that values for a0, b0, uˆ0, uˇ0, N0, NL ,
NR are given; and then obtain the values of a+, b+, uˆ+, uˇ+, N+, see Fig. 4 right.
Naturally, the final formulas for v+, w+ and k+, l+ will be independent of these
quantities.
3.5.1 Derivation of Equation (31)
Compare the following two alternative ways to calculate uˆ+, the logarithmic length
of the edge separating the right and the top plaquettes, from uˆ0, the logarithmic length
of the edge between the plaquettes at bottom and left:
euˆ0 ev0 ewR = euˆ+ = euˆ0 ewL ev+
holds by property (20) of the functions v and w. Take the logarithm to obtain (31).
3.5.2 Derivation of Equation (32)
First recall that by Lemma 3, there is a one-to-one correspondence between (v, w)
and (v˜, w˜), so we can assume that values for (v˜0, w˜0), (v˜L , w˜L), (v˜R, w˜R) are given
as well. Using that NR is the normalized cross product a+ × b0, it is elementary to
derive the following representation of a+:
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a+ = v˜Rb0 + v˜∗R(b0 × NR). (35)
Taking the scalar product with N0, one obtains
〈a+, N0〉 = v˜∗R〈b0, NR × N0〉 = v˜∗Rk0.
Hence a+ can be expanded in the basis a0, b0 and N0 as follows:
a+ = μaa0 + μbb0 + v˜∗Rk0 N0 (36)
with some real coefficients μa and μb to be determined. Calculating the square norm
on both sides gives
1 = μ2a + μ2b + 2w˜0μaμb + 2(v˜∗R)2k20, (37)
and the scalar product with b0 yields
v˜R = w˜0μa + μb. (38)
Use (38) to eliminate μb from (37), then solve for μa . This gives
μa = v˜
∗
Rk
∗
0
w˜∗0
, μb = v˜R −  v˜
∗
Rk
∗
0
v˜∗0
w˜0. (39)
On the other hand, starting from
b+ = λbb0 + λaa0 + v˜∗L l0 N0 (40)
instead of (36), one obtains by analogous calculations that
λb = v˜
∗
L l
∗
0
w˜∗0
, λa = −v˜L −  v˜
∗
L l
∗
0
w˜∗0
w˜0.
Since w˜+ = −〈a+, b+〉, it eventually follows that
w˜+ = v˜
∗
L v˜
∗
Rk
∗
0l
∗
0
(w˜∗0)2
w˜0 − v˜
∗
L l
∗
0
w˜∗0
v˜R + v˜
∗
Rk
∗
0
w˜∗0
v˜L − v˜∗Rv˜∗Lk0l0
+ 2w˜0
(
−v˜R v˜L + v˜
∗
Rv˜Lk
∗
0 − v˜R v˜∗L l∗0
w˜∗0
w˜0 + v˜
∗
Rv˜
∗
Lk
∗
0l
∗
0
(w˜∗0)2
w˜20
)
. (41)
Next, recall that one may consider (v, w) as a function of (v˜, w˜). More precisely,
by (23), one has that v and w approximate v˜ and w˜, respectively, to order 2, in the
sense that the family of functions
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(v˜, w˜) →(−2(v − v˜), −2(w − w˜))
=
(
1
2
[
−1arsinh
(

v˜w˜∗
v˜∗
)
− v˜
]
,
1
2
[
−1arsinh
(

w˜v˜∗
w˜∗
)
− w˜
])
is asymptotically analytic on C2, see Definition 6. Observe further that −2(1 − v˜∗)
etc. are asymptotically analytic as well. With this, it is straight-forward to conclude
(32) from (41).
3.5.3 Derivation of Equation (33)
In analogy to (35), one obtains by elementary considerations the following represen-
tation of a+:
a+ = −w˜+b+ + w˜∗+(b+ × N+).
Using the definition (21) of k, it then follows that
〈a+, NL〉 = w˜∗+〈b+, N+ × NL〉 = w˜∗+k+.
On the other hand, the computation (36)–(39) implies that
〈a+, NL〉 = μb〈b0, NL〉 + v˜∗Rk0〈N0, NL〉
= μb
v˜∗L
〈b0, a0 × b+〉 + v˜∗R l∗0k0
= −μbw˜
∗
0
v˜∗L
〈b+, N0〉 + v˜∗R l∗0k0
= −2(w˜∗0 v˜R − v˜∗Rk∗0w˜0)l0 + v˜∗R l∗0k0.
In combination, this yields
w˜∗+k+ = v˜∗R l∗0k0 + (v˜∗Rk∗0w˜0 − w˜∗0 v˜R)l0.
We can now substitute (41) to express the unknown w˜+ in terms of the known
quantities only. Using once again that −2(1 − w˜∗+) etc. are asymptotically analytic
according to Definition 6, we arrive at (33).
The derivation of Eq. (34) is analogous.
4 The Abstract Convergence Result
In this section, we analyze the convergence of solutions to the classical Gauss-
Codazzi system (9)–(12) by solutions to the discrete system (31)–(34). This is the
core part of the convergence proof, from which our main result will be easily deduced
in the next section.
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4.1 Domains
A key concept in the proof is to work with analytic extensions of the quantities v, w, k
and l defined in Sect. 3.4. The analytic setting forces us to introduce yet another class
of domains, and corresponding spaces of real analytic functions. In the following, we
assume that r > 0 and ρ¯ > 0 are fixed parameters (which will be frequently omitted
in notations), while h ∈ (0, ρ¯) and  > 0 may vary, with the restriction that  < h.
For each domain Ω(r |h), introduce its analytic fattening Ω̂ρ¯(r |h) as follows:
Ω̂ρ¯(r |h) =
{
(ξ, η) ∈ C × R ; ∃(ξ′, η) ∈ Ω(r |h) s.t. |ξ − ξ′|/ρ¯ + |η|/h < 1} .
On these domains, we introduce the function class
Cω
(
Ω̂(r |h)) := { f : Ω̂ρ¯(r |h) → C ; f (·, η) is real analytic, for each η
}
.
Notice that we require analyticity with respect to ξ, but not even continuity
with respect to η. Next, introduce semi-norms |·|η,ρ for functions f ∈ Cω
(
Ω̂(r |h)),
depending on parameters η ∈ [−h, h] and ρ ∈ [0, ρ¯] with ρ/ρ¯ + |η|/h < 1 as fol-
lows:
| f |η,ρ = sup
{| f (ξ, η)| ; ξ ∈ C s.t. ∃(ξ′, η) ∈ Ω(r |h) with |ξ − ξ′| < ρ} .
These semi-norms are perfectly suited to apply Cauchy estimates; indeed, one easily
proves with the Cauchy integral formula that
∣
∣∂ξ f
∣
∣
η,ρ
≤ 1
ρ′ − ρ | f |η,ρ′ , (42)
provided that ρ′ > ρ. The semi-norms are now combined into a genuine norm ‖·‖h
on Cω
(
Ω̂(r |h)) as follows:
‖ f ‖h = sup
{
Λ(η, ρ) | f |η,ρ ;
|η|
h
+ ρ
ρ¯
< 1
}
, (43)
where the positive weight Λ is given by
Λ(η, ρ) = 1 − |η|/h
1 − ρ/ρ¯ . (44)
This norm makes Cω
(
Ω̂(r |h)) a Banach space.
There is another semi-norm
{ · }h,δ that will be of importance below: for each
δ ∈ [0, 1], let
{ f }h,δ = sup
{
| f |η,ρ ;
|η|
h
+ ρ
ρ¯
≤ 1 − δ
}
.
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By definition (44) of the weight Λ, the following estimate is immediate:
{ f }h,δ ≤ δ−1 ‖ f ‖h , (45)
provided that δ > 0.
Replacing Ω(r |h) by Ω [xy](r |h) above yields definitions for analytically fattened
domains Ω̂ [xy]ρ¯ (r |h) with respective spaces Cω
(
Ω̂ [xy](r |h)), semi-norms |·|[xy]η,ρ and{ · }[xy]h,δ , and norms ‖·‖[xy]h etc.
4.2 Statement of the Approximation Result
Recall that r > 0 and ρ¯ > 0 are fixed parameters.
Definition 7 An analytic solution θ = (v, w, k, l) of the classical Gauss-Codazzi
system on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h) consists of four functions v, w, k, l ∈ Cω
(
Ω̂(r |h)) that are globally
bounded on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h), are continuously differentiable with respect to η, and satisfy
Eqs. (9)–(12) on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h).
An analytic solution θ = (v, w, k, l) of the -discrete Gauss-Codazzi
system on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h) consists of four functions v, w ∈ Cω
(
Ω̂ [xy](r |h)), k ∈
Cω
(
Ω̂ [xxy](r |h)), l ∈ Cω(Ω̂ [xyy](r |h)) that satisfy Eqs. (31)–(34) on Ω̂ [xxyy]ρ¯ (r |h).
A suitable norm to measure the deviation of an -discrete solution θ to a classical
solution θ on the same domain Ω̂ρ¯(r |h) is given by the norms of the differences of
the four components,
|||θ − θ|||h = max
(
‖v − v‖[xy]h , ‖w − w‖[xy]h , ‖k − k‖[xxy]h , ‖l − l‖[xyy]h
)
.
Proposition 3 Let an analytic solution θ to the Gauss-Codazzi system on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h¯)
be given, and consider a family (θ)>0 of (a priori not necessarily analytic) solutions
θ = (v, w, k, l) to the -discrete Gauss-Codazzi equations on Ω(r |h). Then there
are numbers A, B > 0 and ¯ > 0 such that the following is true for all  ∈ (0, ¯): if
θ possesses sufficient regularity to admit ξ-analytic complex extensions for η near
zero such that
|||θ − θ||| < A, (46)
then θ as a whole extends to an analytic solution θ of the -discrete Gauss-Codazzi
system on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h), and
|||θ − θ|||h ≤ B. (47)
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Remark 6 The formulation of the proposition suggests that the height h of the domain
on which convergence takes place is small. However, this is misleading in general.
As it turns out in the proof, the limitation for h is mostly determined by the value
of ρ¯. In many examples of interest, ρ¯ is large compared to the region of interest
(determined by h¯ and r ), and consequently, one has h = h¯ above, i.e., convergence
takes place on the entire domain of definition of θ.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 3.
4.3 Consistency
We start with an evaluation of the difference between the classical and the -discrete
Gauss-Codazzi equations. Here, we need yet another measure for the deviation of θ
from θ:
{{θ − θ}}h,δ = max
({
v − v}[xy]h,δ ,
{
w − w}[xy]h,δ ,
{
k − k}[xxy]h,δ ,
{
l − l}[xyy]h,δ
)
.
This semi-norm is similar to |||θ − θ|||h . For further reference, we note that
{{θ − θ}}h,δ ≤
1
δ
|||θ − θ|||h, (48)
thanks to (45), provided that δ > 0. Furthermore, we denote for abbreviation the
difference between corresponding discrete and continuous quantities byΔ, i.e.Δv =
v − v etc.
Lemma 5 Let an analytic solution θ to the classical Gauss-Codazzi system and
an analytic solution θ to the -discrete Gauss-Codazzi system be given, both on
Ω̂ρ¯(r |h). Define the residuals g˜1, . . . , g˜4 ∈ Cω
(
Ω̂ [xxyy](r |h)) by
δηΔv
 = δξΔw + g˜1 (49)
δηΔw
 = −δξΔv + T−1y kT−1x Δl + T−1y ΔkT−1x l + g˜2 (50)
δyΔk
 = (T−1x l) (T−1η Δw − T ξΔv) + (T−1x Δl) (T−1η w − T ξv) + g˜3 (51)
δxΔl
 = (T−1y k) (T−1η Δw + T−1ξ Δv) + (T−1y Δk) (T−1η w + T−1ξ v) + g˜4. (52)
Then the g˜j are uniformly bounded with respect to  < ¯ on their respective domains:
|g˜j | ≤ G on Ω̂ [xxyy]ρ¯ (r |h), for each j = 1, . . . , 4, (53)
with a suitable constant G that depends on θ, and θ only via
{{θ − θ}}h,0, but is
independent of .
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Proof By analyticity of θ it is clear that the central difference quotients obey
δξv = ∂ξv + gv,ξ, δηv = ∂ηv + gv,η etc.
with functions gv,ξ, gv,η, . . . ∈ Cω
(
Ω̂ [xxyy](r |h)) that are bounded uniformly w.r.t.
. The classical Gauss-Codazzi system (9)–(12) thus implies that
δηv = δξw + g1,
δηw = −δξv − (T−1y k)(T−1x l) + g2,
δyk = (T−1x l)(T−1η w − T ξv) + g3,
δx l = (T−1y k)(T−1η w + T−1ξ v) + g4,
where each of the functions gj is bounded on Ω [xxyy](r |h), with an -independent
bound. Taking the difference between each equation of this system and the respective
equation of the -discrete Gauss-Codazzi equation (31)–(34) yields (49)–(52), with
g˜j = hj (Tθ) − gj .
Since the hj are asymptotically analytic on C8, it follows that the modulus of hj (Tθ)
is uniformly controlled on Ω [xxyy](r |h) by the supremum of the modulus of (θ)’s
components. 
4.4 Stability
Stability is shown inductively. More precisely, we prove for each n = 1, 2, . . . with
n 2 ≤ h that
|||θ − θ|||n 2 < B. (54)
In fact, there is nothing to show for n = 1. For n = 2, the claim (54) is a consequence
of estimate (46) on the initial data. Now assume that (54) has been shown for some
n ≥ 2. We are going to extend the estimate to n + 1.
Estimate on Δv. We begin by proving the estimate for the v-component of Δθ.
Since v is defined on Ω̂ [xy]ρ¯ (r |h), the step n → n + 1 requires to estimate the values
of Δv(·, η∗) for η∗ ∈ ((n − 1) 2 , n 2 ]. Choose such an η∗, and define accordingly 
such that η∗0 := η∗ −  ∈ (− 2 , 2 ]; in fact, 2 = n if n is even, and n = 2 + 1 if n
is odd. For 0 ≤ k ≤ 2, introduce
η∗k = η∗ − (2 − k)

2
; (55)
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non-integer values of k are admitted. (55) is consistent with the definition of η∗0 , and
moreover, η∗ = η∗2. Using the evolution equation (49), we obtain
Δv(·, η∗) = Δv(·, η∗0) +
∑
k=1
(
T ηΔv
 − T−1η Δv
)
(·, η∗2k−1)
= Δv(·, η∗0) + 
∑
k=1
δξΔw
(·, η∗2k−1) + 2
∑
k=1
g˜1(·, η∗2k−1). (56)
Next, pick a ρ∗ > 0 such that
ρ∗
ρ¯
+ η
∗
h
< 1. (57)
We estimate:
|Δv|[xy]η∗,ρ∗ ≤ |Δv|[xy]η∗0 ,ρ∗ + 
∑
k=1
∣
∣δξΔw
∣
∣[xyξ]
η∗2k−1,ρ∗
+ 2
∑
k=1
∣
∣g˜1
∣
∣[xxyy]
η∗2k−1,ρ∗
=: (I) + (II) + (III). (58)
We consider the terms (I)−(III) separately. First, thanks to our hypothesis (46) on
the initial conditions, we find that
(I) = |Δv|[xy]η∗0 ,ρ∗ ≤ ‖Δv‖
[xy]
 ≤ A.
Second, recalling the definition of ‖·‖[xy]h , and using a Cauchy estimate (42), we
obtain for given ρ∗2k−1 > ρ∗—yet to be determined—
(II) = 
∑
k=1
∣
∣δξΔw
∣
∣[xyξ]
η∗2k−1,ρ∗
≤ 
∑
k=1
∣
∣∂ξΔw
∣
∣[xy]
η∗2k−1,ρ∗
≤ 
∑
k=1
|Δw|[xy]η∗2k−1,ρ∗2k−1
ρ∗2k−1 − ρ∗
≤ 
(
∑
k=1
1
(ρ∗2k−1 − ρ∗)Λ(η∗2k−1, ρ∗2k−1)
)
‖Δw‖[xy]n 2 .
We make the particular choice
ρ∗2k−1 :=
ρ¯
2
(
1 − η
∗
2k−1
h
+ ρ
∗
ρ¯
)
,
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which yields that
ρ∗2k−1 − ρ∗ =
ρ¯
2
(
1 − η
∗
2k−1
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)
,
Λ(η∗2k−1, ρ
∗
2k−1) =
1 − η∗2k−1h − ρ
∗
2k−1
ρ¯
1 − ρ∗2k−1
ρ¯
= 1 −
η∗2k−1
h − ρ
∗
ρ¯
1 + η∗2k−1h − ρ
∗
ρ¯
.
And so we obtain
(II) ≤ 2
ρ¯
(
1 + η
∗
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)(

∑
k=1
(
1 − η
∗
2k−1
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)−2)
‖Δw‖[xy]n 2 .
To estimate the sum above, define ϕ : (η∗0 , η∗) → R by
ϕ(η) =
(
1 − η
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)−2
.
Since ϕ is a convex function, Jensen’s inequality implies that
∫ η∗2k
η∗2k−2
ϕ(η) dη ≥ (η∗2k − η∗2k−2)ϕ
(
1
η∗2k − η∗2k−2
∫ η∗2k
η∗2k−2
η dη
)
= ϕ(η∗2k−1).
Hence the sum is bounded from above by the respective integral,

∑
k=1
(
1 − η
∗
2k−1
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)−2
≤
∫ η∗2
η∗0
(
1 − η
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)−2
dη
≤ h
(
1 − η
∗
h
− ρ
∗
ρ¯
)−1
= h
Λ(η∗, ρ∗) (1 − ρ∗/ρ¯) .
The last term (III) is estimated with the help of the bound (53). However, there is a
subtlety: a priori, the constant G there is controlled in terms of
{{θ − θ}}
n 2 ,0
, but the
induction estimate (54) is not sufficient to provide such a uniform bound, due to the
weight Λ. Fortunately, a close inspection of the terms in (III) reveals in combination
with (57) that we only need bounds on |g˜j |η,ρ where ρ/ρ¯ < 1 − η∗/h − 2/h. It
is easily deduced from Lemma 5 that an -uniform estimate on
{{θ − θ}}
n 2 ,δ
with
δ := ρ¯/h 2 > 0 suffices in this case, and the latter is obtained by combining (54)
with (48). Enlarging G if necessary, we arrive at
(III) ≤ 2
∑
k=1
G = ()G ≤ Gh.
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After multiplication of (58) by Λ(η∗, ρ∗) ≤ 1, we arrive at
Λ(η∗, ρ∗) |Δv|[xy]η∗,ρ∗ ≤ A +
2h
ρ¯
1 + η∗/h − ρ∗/ρ¯
1 − ρ∗/ρ¯ ‖Δw
‖[xy]
n 2
+ Gh
≤
(
A + 4h
ρ¯
B + Gh
)
, (59)
where we have used the induction hypothesis (54) for estimation of ‖Δw‖[xy]n 2 , and
the relation (57) for estimation of the quotient. We have just proven inequality (59)
for every η∗ ∈ ((n − 1) 2 , n 2 ], and for every ρ∗ ≥ 0 that satisfies (57). Taking the
supremum with respect to these quantities yields
‖Δv‖[xy]
(n+1) 2 ≤
(
A + 4h
ρ¯
B + Gh
)
. (60)
Estimate on Δw. For estimation of the w-component, let η∗ ∈ ((n − 1) 2 , n 2 ] be
given as before, and define η∗k as in (55). In analogy to (56), we have
Δw(·, η∗) = Δw(·, η∗0) + 
∑
k=1
δξΔv
(·, η∗2k−1) + 2
∑
k=1
g˜2(·, η∗2k−1)
+ 
∑
k=1
(
T−1y k
 T−1x Δl

)
(·, η∗2k−1) + 
∑
k=1
(
T−1y Δk
 T−1x l
)
(·, η∗2k−1).
Taking the |·|[xy]η∗,ρ∗ -norm on both sides, multiplying by Λ(η∗, ρ∗) < 1, and estimating
the first couple of terms as above, we find that
Λ(η∗, ρ∗)
∣
∣Δw
∣
∣[xy]
η∗,ρ∗ ≤
(
A + 4h
ρ¯
B + Gh
)

+ 
∑
k=1
(
∣
∣k
∣
∣[xxy]
η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗ Λ(η
∗, ρ∗)
∣
∣Δl
∣
∣[xyy]
η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗ + |l|
[xyy]
η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗ Λ(η
∗, ρ∗)
∣
∣Δk
∣
∣[xxy]
η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗
)
≤
(
A + 4h
ρ¯
B + Gh
)
 + 
∑
k=1
(
∣
∣k
∣
∣[xxy]
η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗
∥
∥Δl
∥
∥[xxy]
n 2
+ |l|[xyy]
η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗
∥
∥Δk
∥
∥[xxy]
n 2
)
.
(61)
On the one hand, the analytic solution θ is bounded on Ω̂ρ¯(r |h¯), and so
‖k‖[xxy]n 2 ≤ Θ := sup
Ω̂ρ¯(r |h¯)
|θ|. (62)
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On the other hand, since η∗2k− 32 ≤ η
∗ − 34, and because of (57), we have that
Λ(η∗2k− 32 , ρ
∗) =
1 − η∗2k− 32 /h − ρ
∗/ρ¯
1 − ρ∗/ρ¯ ≥
3
4

h
,
and therefore, using the induction hypothesis (54),
|k|[xxy]η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗ ≤ |k|[xxy]η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗ + |Δk|[xxy]η∗
2k− 32
,ρ∗ ≤ sup
Ω̂ρ¯(r |h¯)
|θ| +
‖Δk‖[xxy]n 2
Λ(η∗2k− 32
, ρ∗)
≤ Θ + B
(3)/(4h)
= Θ + 4
3
Bh. (63)
The remaining terms ‖Δk‖[xyy]n 2 and ‖Δl‖
[xyy]
n 2
in (61) can be estimated directly
by (54). Substitution of these partial estimates into (61), and recalling that  ≤ h,
leads to
Λ(η∗, ρ∗) |Δv|[xy]η∗,ρ∗ ≤
(
A +
[
4
ρ¯
+ 2Θ + 4
3
Bh
]
Bh + Gh
)
. (64)
Estimate on Δk. Finally, let us estimate Δk(·, η∗) at some η∗ ∈ ((n − 32 ) 2 , (n −
1
2 )

2 ]. For the estimates below, let in addition a ξ∗ ∈ C be given such that (ξ∗, η∗) ∈
Ω̂
[xxy]
ρ¯ (r |h). We need to use a slightly different normalization for the η∗k in (55): write
η∗ = η∗− 12 + m

2 for suitable η
∗
− 12
∈ (− 4 , 4 ] and a (uniquely determined) m ∈ N.
Now define
ξ∗k = ξ∗ + (m − k +
1
2
)

2
, η∗k = η∗ − (m − k +
1
2
)

2
;
note that ξ∗ = ξ∗m−1/2 and η∗ = η∗m− 12 . With these notations:
Δk(ξ∗, η∗) = Δk(ξ∗− 12 , η
∗
− 12 ) +
m−1∑
k=0
(
T yΔk
 − T−1y Δk
)
(ξ∗k , η
∗
k )
= Δk(ξ∗− 12 , η
∗
− 12 ) + 
m−1∑
k=0
l(ξ∗k+ 12 , η
∗
k− 12 )
(
Δw(ξ∗k , η
∗
k−1) − Δv(ξ∗k+1, ηk)
)
+ 
m−1∑
k=0
Δl(ξ∗k+ 12 , η
∗
k− 12 )
(
w(ξ∗k , η
∗
k−1) − v(ξ∗k+1, η∗k )
) + 2
m−1∑
k=0
g˜3(ξ
∗
k , η
∗
k ).
It is straight-forward to verify that all the terms on the right-hand side are well-defined
for the given arguments. For a given ρ∗ that satisfies (57), we apply the semi-norm
|·|[xxy]η∗,ρ∗ to both sides and estimate further, using the triangle inequality:
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|Δk|[xxy]η∗,ρ∗ ≤ |Δk|[xxy]η∗− 12 ,ρ∗
+ 
m−1∑
k=0
|l|[xxy]η∗
k− 12
,ρ∗
(
|Δw|[xy]ηk−1,ρ∗ + |Δv|[xy]ηk ,ρ∗
)
+ 
m−1∑
k=0
|Δl|[xxy]η∗
k− 12
,ρ∗
(
|w|[xy]ηk−1,ρ∗ + |v|[xy]η∗k ,ρ∗
)
+ 2
m−1∑
k=0
∣
∣g˜3
∣
∣[xy]
η∗k ,ρ∗
. (65)
On the one hand, we have that
|w|[xy]ηk−1,ρ∗ + |v|[xy]ηk ,ρ∗ ≤ sup
Ω̂ρ¯(r |h¯)
|w| + sup
Ω̂ρ¯(r |h¯)
|v| ≤ 2Θ,
with the bound Θ from (62). And on the other hand, arguing like in (63) on grounds
of η∗k− 12 ≤ η
∗ − 34 for all k = 0, . . . , m − 1, we have the estimate
|l|[xxy]η∗
k− 12
,ρ∗ ≤ |l|[xxy]η∗
k− 12
,ρ∗ + |Δl|[xxy]η∗
k− 12
,ρ∗ ≤ Θ +
4
3
Bh.
Substitute this into (65) and multiply by Λ(η∗, ρ∗) to obtain
‖Δk‖[xxy]
(n+1) 2 ≤
(
A + 4
[
Θ + 1
3
Bh
]
Bh + Gh
)
. (66)
Estimate on Δl. This is completely analogous to the estimate for Δk above.
Summarizing the results in (60), (64) and (66), we obtain (54) with n + 1 in
place of n, for an arbitrary choice of B > A, and any corresponding h > 0 that is
sufficiently small to make the coefficients in front of  in (60), (64) and (66) smaller
than B. Notice that the implied smallness condition on h is independent of .
5 The Continuous Limit of Discrete Isothermic Surfaces
We are finally in the position to formulate and prove our main approximation result.
5.1 From Björling Data to Cauchy Data and Back
Given analytic Björling data ( f, n) in the sense of Theorem 1, first compute the
associated frame Ψ 0, the conformal factor u0, and the derived quantities v0, w0, k0, l0
as functions on (−r, r) as detailed in the proof there. We claim that, for any sufficiently
small  > 0, associated Björling data f  : Ω(r | 2 ) → R3 for construction of an -
discrete isothermic surface can be prescribed such that the following are true:
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(1) The initial surface piece and its tangent vectors are approximated to first order
in ,
f (ξ, η) = f (ξ) + O(),
δx f (ξ, η) = exp(u0(ξ))Ψ 01 (ξ) + O(),
δy f (ξ, η) = exp(u0(ξ))Ψ 02 (ξ) + O(), (67)
where the O() indicate -smallness that is uniform in (ξ, η) on the domains
Ω(r | 2 ) for f , and Ω [x](r | 2 ) for δx f , and Ω [y](r | 2 ) for δy f , respectively.(2) The derived quantities (v, w, k, l) satisfy
v(ξ, η) = v0(ξ), w˜(ξ, η) = w0(ξ), k(ξ, η) = k0(ξ), l(ξ, η) = l0(ξ),
(68)
at each point (ξ, η) in Ω [xy](r |) for v, w˜, in Ω [xxy](r |) for k, and in
Ω [xyy](r |) for l, respectively.
Notice that the data (v, w, k, l) are ξ-analytic quantities; ironically, one cannot
even expect continuity of the respective data f  in general.
For later reference, we briefly sketch one possible construction of such data f . We
start by defining f  on point triples in the strip −3 4 < ξ ≤ 3 4 : let (ξ, η) ∈ Ω(r | 2 )
be a point with − 4 < ξ ≤ 4 . We distinguish two cases. If 0 < η ≤ 2 , then we definef (ξ, η − 2 ) = f (0), and there is a unique way to assign data f  at the two points
(ξ − 2 , η) and (ξ + 2 , η) such that for the vectors
a = 1

( f (ξ + 
2
, η) − f (ξ, η − 
2
)
)
, b = 1

( f (ξ − 
2
, η) − f (ξ, η − 
2
)
)
,
the following is true:
(1) a is parallel to Ψ 01 (0), and b is orthogonal to n(0),
(2) w0(ξ) = 〈a, b〉‖a‖‖b‖ ,
(3) ‖a‖ = exp (u0(0) + 2 v0(ξ)
)
and ‖b‖ = exp (u0(0) − 2 v0(ξ)
)
.
If instead − 2 < η ≤ 0, then we define f (ξ, η + 2 ) = f (0), and we assign data f 
at (ξ + 2 , η) and at (ξ − 2 , η) with the respective adaptations for the conditions on
the vectors.
Up to here, there has been a certain degree of freedom in the choice of the f . From
now on, there is a unique way to extend the already prescribed f  to all of Ω(r | 2 ) such
that (68)—and, incidentally, also (67)—holds. We briefly indicate how to proceed
in the next step; the further steps are then made inductively in the same way. Let
(ξ, η) be a point with 3 4 < ξ ≤ 5 4 , and with − 2 < η ≤ 0. Note that f  is already
defined at the following points: (ξ − , η), (ξ − 2 , η + 2 ) and (ξ − 3 2 , η + 2 ). Let
us introduce the vectors
a = 1

( f (ξ − 
2
, η + 
2
) − f (ξ − , η)), b = 1

( f (ξ − 3 
2
, η + 
2
) − f (ξ − , η)).
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Then, there is a unique choice for f (ξ, η) such that the new vector
c = 1

( f (ξ − 
2
, η + 
2
) − f (ξ, η))
satisfies the following conditions:
(1) the sin-value of the angle between the planes spanned by (a, b) and by (b, c),
respectively, equals to k0(ξ − 3 4 ),
(2) 〈a, c〉‖a‖‖c‖ = w
0(ξ − 
2
),
(3) ‖c‖ = ‖b‖ exp( 2 v0(ξ − 2 )).
By continuing this construction in an inductive manner, we enlarge the domain of
definition with respect to ξ by 2 in both directions in each step, until f  is defined
on all of Ω(r | 2 ). It is obvious from the construction that (68) holds. The verification
of (67) is a tedious but straight-forward exercise in elementary geometry that we leave
to the interested reader. An important point is that the aforementioned construction
only uses data that can be obtained very directly from the Björling data ( f, n). Indeed,
the calculation of u0, Ψ 0 and (v0, w0, k0, l0) from ( f, n) only involves differentiation
and inversion of matrices. In particular, all operations are local.
Definition 8 Assume that analytic Björling data ( f, n) and discrete data f  : Ω(r | 2 )
are given such that (67) and (68) are satisfied. The maximal -discrete isothermic
surface F  : Ω(r |h) that is obtained from f  as Björling data—see Proposition 1—is
referred to as grown from ( f, n).
5.2 Main Result
The central approximation result is the following.
Theorem 2 Let analytic Björling data ( f, n) on (−r, r) be given, and let F :
Ω(r |h¯) → R3 be the corresponding real-analytic isothermic surface. Further, let
F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 be the family of -discrete isothermic surfaces that are grown
from ( f, n).
Then, there are some h > 0 and C > 0, such that for all sufficiently small  > 0,
we have that h ≥ h, and
‖F (ξ, η) − F(ξ, η)‖ ≤ C, ‖δx F (ξ,η) − Fx(ξ, η)‖ ≤ C,
‖δy F (ξ, η) − Fy(ξ, η)‖ ≤ C, (69)
for all (ξ, η) ∈ Ω [xy](r |h).
Theorem 2 above gives an answer to the question of how to approximate the unique
isothermic surface F that is determined by given Björling data by a family of -
isothermic surfaces F . Our construction of the surface F  is completely explicit,
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Fig. 5 A part of a sphere in different degrees of discretization
Fig. 6 Examples of discrete isothermic surfaces: torus (left), hyperbolic paraboloid (right)
and it requires no a priori knowledge about F . The plots in Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate
that our construction can be used to generate pictures of the surfaces F  with just a
few lines of code.
Remark 7 Note that if the discrete isothermic surfaces F  converge to a smooth
isothermic surface F , then also the discrete Christoffel and Darboux transforms of
F  converge to the corresponding smooth Christoffel and Darboux transforms of F .
This will be proven in Sect. 6.
Proof (of Theorem 2) Since F is real-analytic on Ω(r |h¯), the derived quantities
u, v, w and k, l are real-analytic there as well, and can be extended to functions in
Cω
(
Ω̂(r |h¯)), for a suitable choice of the “fattening parameter” ρ¯ > 0, after dimin-
ishing h¯ > 0 if necessary. The extensions satisfy the Gauss-Codazzi system (9)–(12)
on the complexified domain.
Next, consider the -discrete isothermic surfaces F  : Ω(r |h) → R that are
grown from the Björling data ( f, n). Define the associated quantities v, w, k, l.
Thanks to (68), these are real analytic functions on Ω [xy](r |), and they extend
complex-analytically w.r.t. ξ to Ω̂ [xy]ρ¯ (r |). Since the quadruple (v, w, k, l) sat-
isfies the discrete Gauss-Codazzi equations (31)–(34), the ξ-analyticity is prop-
agated from the initial strip to the maximal domain of existence, i.e., v, w ∈
Cω
(
Ω̂ [xy](r |h)
)
etc.
Moreover, again thanks to (68), the differences Δv, Δk and Δl are of order
O() on the initial strip:
‖Δv‖[xy] ≤ A, ‖Δk‖[xxy] ≤ A, ‖Δl‖[xyy] ≤ A,
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with a suitable -independent constant A. For the remaining differences Δw, it
follows via Lemma 3 on the equivalence of (v, w) and (v˜, w˜) that they satisfy the
same estimate (enlarging A if necessary):
‖Δw‖[xy] ≤ A.
We are thus in the situation to apply Proposition 3. From the estimate (47), it follows
in particular that
v = v + O(), w = w + O(), k = k + O(), l = l + O(). (70)
Here and below, we use the slightly ambiguous notation O() to express that the
discrete quantities approximate the associated continuous ones uniformly on their
respective (real) domainsΩ [xy](r |h)or Ω [xxy](r |h), Ω [xyy](r |h), with a maximal
error of order .
Next, we conclude from (70) that also
a = a + O(), b = b + O(), uˆ = u + O(), uˇ = u + O(). (71)
Indeed, it follows directly from the definition of these quantities that (71) implies
δx F = exp(uˆ)a = exp
(
u + O())(a + O()) = exp(u)a + O() = ∂x F + O(),
and, likewise, δy F  = ∂y F + O(), which, eventually, implies further that also
F  = F + O(), thanks to F (ξ, η) = F(0) for − 4 < ξ < 4 and − 2 < η ≤ 2 by
construction. Therefore, our claim (69) is a consequence of (71).
We only sketch the proof of (71), that is little more than a repeated application of
the Gronwall lemma. For further technical details, we refer the reader to [2], where
the relevant estimates have been carried out in a very similar situation, see the proof
of Theorem 5.4 therein.
First of all, the claim (71) holds on the strip Ω [xy](r |) thanks to (67). Now
compare the frame equations (6) & (7) with their discrete analogs from (28)–(30):
∂x u = w + v and δx uˇ = w + v,
∂yu = w − v and δy uˆ = w − v,
∂x b = (w − v)(T−1y a + O()) and δx b = (w − v + O())T−1y a + O()T−1x b,
∂ya = (w − v)(T−1x b + O()) and δya = (w − v + O())T−1x b + O()T−1y a.
Subtract the respective equations, recall (70), and use a standard Gronwall argument
to conclude that the validity of (71) extends from the “initial strip” to the entire
domain Ω [xxyy](r |h).
A posteriori, we conclude that h ↑ h as  ↓ 0. where h > 0 is the constant
obtained in the proof of Proposition 3. Indeed, thanks to the uniform closeness of
the discrete tangent vectors δx F , δy F  to their continuous counterparts ∂x F , ∂y F—
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which are orthogonal with non-vanishing length—it easily follows that there cannot
occur any degeneracies in F  at any h < h. 
6 Transformations
Isothermic surfaces have an exceptionally rich transformation theory. For the defi-
nition of discrete isothermic surfaces used in this paper this transformation theory
carries over to the discrete setup.
We consider two important transformations, namely the Christoffel transformation
and Darboux transformation. Their analogs for discrete isothermic surfaces may for
example be found in [3, 4, 14–16]. It is a natural question whether the convergence
results of Theorem 2 can be generalized to imply the convergence of the transformed
surfaces.
6.1 Christoffel Transformation
We briefly remind the classical definition of the Christoffel transformation. The
included existence claim was first proved by Christoffel [10].
Definition 9 Let F : Ω(r |h) → R3 be an isothermic surface. Then the R3-valued
one-form d F defined by
Fx =
Fx
‖Fx‖2 , F

y = −
Fy
‖Fy‖2 ,
is closed. The surface F : Ω(r |h) → R3, defined (up to translation) by integration
of this one-form, is isothermic and is called dual to the surface F or Christoffel
transform of the surface F .
Given any isothermic surface F and its dual F, straightforward calculation leads
to the following relations between corresponding quantities.
Fx = e−2u Fx , Fy = −e−2u Fy, N  = −N ,
u = −u, v = −v, w = −w, k = −k, l = l.
The discrete case is nearly the same, see for example [3].
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Definition 10 Let F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 be a discrete isothermic surface. Then the
R
3
-valued discrete one-form δ(F) defined by
δx (F) = δx F

‖δx F ‖2 , δy(F
) = − δy F

‖δy F ‖2 ,
is closed. The surface (F) : Ω(r |h) → R3, defined (up to translation) by integration
of this discrete one-form, is a discrete isothermic surface and is called dual to F  or
Christoffel transform of F .
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 not only the discrete isothermic
surface itself converges to the corresponding smooth isothermic surface, but also the
discrete Christoffel transforms converge to the corresponding Christoffel transforms
of the smooth isothermic surface.
Proof Recall the definitions of the discrete quantities in Sect. 3.4. We immediately
deduce the following relations for a discrete isothermic surface F  and its dual (F).
For better reading we omit the superscript .
a = a, b = −b, uˆ = −uˆ, uˇ = −uˇ, N  = −N ,
v˜ = −v˜, w˜ = −w˜, v = −v, w = −w, k = −k, l = l.
Now the proof follows directly from the corresponding proofs in Sects. 4 and 5. 
6.2 Darboux Transformation
The Darboux transformation for isothermic surfaces was introduced by Darboux [12].
It is a special case of a Ribaucour transformation and is closely connected to Möbius
geometry as well as to the integrable system approach to isothermic surfaces, see for
example [15].
Definition 11 Let F : Ω(r |h) → R3 be an isothermic surface. Then the isothermic
surface F+ : Ω(r |h) → R3 is called a Darboux transform of F if
F+x = −
‖F+ − F‖2
C‖Fx‖2
(
Fx − 2〈Fx , F
+ − F
‖F+ − F‖〉
F+ − F
‖F+ − F‖
)
,
F+y =
‖F+ − F‖2
C‖Fy‖2
(
Fy − 2〈Fy, F
+ − F
‖F+ − F‖〉
F+ − F
‖F+ − F‖
)
,
where C ∈ R, C = 0, is a constant which is called parameter of the Darboux trans-
formation.
In the discrete case the definition of the Darboux transformation may be interpreted as
“discrete Ribaucour transformation” using intersecting instead of touching spheres.
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In particular, recall the definition of the cross-ratio q(p1, p2, p3, p4) of four coplanar
points p1, . . . , p4. After identification of their common plane with the complex plane
C the cross-ratio may be calculated by the formula
q(p1, p2, p3, p4) := (p1 − p2)(p2 − p3)−1(p3 − p4)(p4 − p1)−1
The following definition first appeared in [16], see also [4, 15].
Definition 12 Let F  : Ω(r |h) → R3 be a discrete isothermic surface. Then the dis-
crete isothermic surface (F+) : Ω(r |h) → R3 is called a discrete Darboux trans-
form of F  if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) The four points T−1x F , T x F , T−1x (F+), T x (F+) lie in a common plane and
the same is true for T−1y F , T y F , T−1y (F+), T y(F+).
(ii) q(T−1x F , T x F , T x (F+), T−1x (F+)) =
1
γ
and
q(T−1y F
, T y F , T y(F+), T−1y (F
+)) = − 1
γ
, where γ ∈ R, γ = 0 is a constant
which is called parameter of the Darboux transformation.
Note that given any discrete isothermic surface, a discrete Darboux transform may
be obtained by prescribing the value of (F+) at one point and using the conditions
of the definition to successively build a new surface which is also discrete isothermic
(as long as the surface does not degenerate).
In order to obtain convergence of the discrete Darboux transform to the corre-
sponding continuous one, we choose γ = C/2.
Corollary 2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 not only the discrete isothermic
surface itself converges to the corresponding smooth isothermic surface, but also
the discrete Darboux transforms (with γ = C/2) converge to the corresponding
Darboux transforms (with parameter C) of the smooth isothermic surface.
Proof Assume that the discrete isothermic surface itself converges to the corre-
sponding smooth isothermic surface with errors of order O() as in the proofs of
Theorem 2. Now start with (F+)(0, 0) = F+(0, 0) and build the discrete Darboux
transform successively using the above definition. Denote the distance between cor-
responding points by d = (F+) − F .
In order to relate corresponding discrete and smooth quantities, we first use the
simple equivalence
(p2 − p1)(p4 − p3)
(p3 − p2)(p1 − p4) =
1
q
⇐⇒ p3 − p2 = (p4 − p1) − (p2 − p1)
1 − q (p4−p1)
(p2−p1)
. (72)
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Then we use the fact that in our case (p2 − p1) = O() and q = C/2. Thus we
obtain that
p3 − p2 = (p4 − p1) − 
(p2−p1)

1 − 2(p4−p1)C(p2−p1)
= (p4 − p1) + 
(
(p4 − p1)2
C (p2−p1)
− (p2 − p1)

)
+ O(2).
Now we identify
(p3 − p2) = T x d, (p4 − p1) = T−1x d,
(p2 − p1)

= δx F 
and easily deduce by straightforward identifications of complex numbers and vectors
that
T x d − T−1x d

= 1
C‖δx F‖2 (−‖T
−1
x d‖2δx F + 2T−1x d〈T−1x d, δx F〉) − δx F + O()
= F+x − Fx + O().
Analogously, we obtain
T yd − T−1y d

= 1
C‖δy F‖2 (‖T
−1
y d‖2δy F − 2T−1y d〈T−1y d, δy F〉) − δy F + O()
= F+y − Fy + O().
Thus starting with (F+)(0, 0) = F+(0, 0) and building the discrete Darboux
transform successively using the above definition, in each step we add an error of
order O(2) to the difference d = F+ − F of the Darboux pair. Therefore we obtain
(F+) = F+ + O() as claimed. 
Remark 8 Using the definitions of continuous and discrete Darboux transformations,
corresponding formulas for a+, b+, uˆ+, uˇ+, N+, v˜+, w˜+, v+, w+, k+, l+ may be
deduced, which also converge under the assumptions of Theorem 2.
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